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Chapter: 671 

I don’t care about Magnolia. Since he is here for the rest of his life, he naturally wants to bring people 

back. 

Yu Sheng walked over directly, too lazy to talk nonsense with this group of people, and beat the person 

holding Yang Ling to the ground with three blows. 

“Boss, this kid doesn’t plan to give money, just kill him!” Scarface asked the middle-aged man on the 

sofa quickly. 

The middle-aged man raised his eyelids, and when he saw Magnolia, his face showed a trace of greed. It 

was the first time he saw such a beautiful woman. In an instant, many evil thoughts came up in his mind. 

“These two men were killed directly, so keep this beauty.” The middle-aged man touched the corners of 

his mouth as he said. 

Bai Magnolia only felt a tumbling in her stomach, she felt sick when she looked at the middle-aged man, 

and said to Yu Sheng. 

“It’s all because of you. I was worried about by such disgusting people. You have to help me fix that guy. 

It’s best if his pig’s head is blown up directly.” 

How could this be blamed on him, for the rest of her life was a little helpless, obviously Magnolia chose 

to follow it. 

Yang Ling on the side was still in shock. He didn’t even think that his brother-in-law was so powerful, so 

he beat the group of people to the ground with two or two moves. 

No matter how good he is, there are still more than 20 people, and all of them have those guys in their 

hands. Isn’t he looking for death with bare hands for the rest of his life? 

Since the casino owner likes that woman, Yang Ling, in order to be able to save his life, said urgently: 

“Boss Du, don’t do it first, don’t you like this woman? 

This is my brother-in-law who sent this woman here to serve you specially. Please raise your hand and 

let me go! ” 

Hearing this, I almost made Magnolia vomit blood. Who is this! Can you say such a thing? There is no 

cure. 

The Yang family didn’t have a good thing. Thinking of this, Magnolia was even more eager for Yang 

Zihuan’s divorce for the rest of her life. 

In this way, not only would she be able to marry Yu Sheng logically, but she would no longer have to 

wipe her butt for that kind of family. 

Bai Yulan kicked Yang Ling directly into the crowd, and Yang Ling who fell to the ground was beaten and 

kicked by those hands. 

For the rest of his life, he didn’t bother to waste time with them. In a flash, he came to the side of 

Scarface, holding a stick in one hand, and then kicking the person away. 

The Scarface, who didn’t put Yu Sheng in his eyes at the beginning, didn’t have any eagerness, and was 

kicked by Yu Sheng against the wall. 

Yu Sheng didn’t have the first time to rescue Yang Ling who was besieged, and he took the iron rod to 

lift and fall, and beat the other group of men into the water. 

At this time, the group of talents who had beaten Yangling found out that Yu Sheng was so powerful, 

and solved most of them in just a few minutes. 

Knowing that she couldn’t beat Yu Sheng, she put her mind on the white Magnolia who came with Yu 



Sheng. She was just a beautiful woman, and she would definitely not know how to martial arts. 

When the time comes, he will take it directly, threatening the rest of his life, and see if he is still caught. 

Thinking about this, a person rushed towards Magnolia, and when Yu Sheng saw it, that person had 

already come to Magnolia. 

For the rest of his life, he realized that he had neglected Magnolia’s comfort, but he couldn’t fly past the 

speed of light no matter how great he was. 

Just when everyone thought that the person who rushed to Magnolia’s side would take Magnolia down, 

they saw Magnolia lifted her leg and kicked it in the place of the man’s little brother. 

With a short knife in his hand, the man hugged his crotch and fell to the ground so painful that he rolled 

over, where there is no time to deal with Magnolia. 

For the rest of my life watching this scene, my scalp numbs a bit. What would happen if he kicked this 

foot on his body! 

Sure enough, women are not easy to mess with! 

Chapter: 672 

Although I saw that Magnolia had solved the person, Yu Sheng could also see that she did not know 

martial arts at all. It seemed that practice made perfect. 

As she walked quickly to Bai Yulan’s side, Yu Sheng didn’t want to think too much, so she directly held 

Bai Yulan’s hand and let her be behind herself. 

Magnolia looked at the hand holding her tightly, and her heart was inexplicably warm. Although she 

knew that Yu Sheng was doing this to protect her, she couldn’t help but aggravate her feelings for Yu 

Sheng. 

For the rest of my life, I will surely make you fall in love with me for the rest of my life! 

The owner of the casino had absolutely no expectation that only one person would have solved the 

twenty or thirty thugs in his casino. 

Seeing that the momentum was wrong, he had no intention of thinking about that beauty. The most 

important thing was to slip away first. 

“Yu Sheng, that pig head wants to run.” At this time, Magnolia hurriedly reminded Yu Sheng. 

For the rest of his life, he quickly settled the remaining two people, and chased them to the casino 

owner, kicking them to the ground with one kick. 

He immediately looked at Magnolia and said: “This person will be handed over to you. You can clean 

him up as you want. I can’t run away here.” 

Upon seeing this, Magnolia chuckled twice, always in front of others in the cold posture of a family 

eldest, and completely released herself in front of the rest of her life. 

Bend down and picked up an iron rod from the ground, and walked over to the casino owner. 

This shocked the owner of the casino. The beauty who was still greedy was not able to get it, but in a 

blink of an eye she was going to be taken care of by this beauty. 

In order to be able to save this little life, the casino owner hurriedly begged for mercy: “I’m sorry this 

lady, it was me who was so daring to think about you so badly, please give me a chance!” 

Magnolia didn’t feel softened by the boss’s two words, so she raised her iron rod and hit the casino boss 

on the head. 

The iron rod stopped just a few centimeters away from the face of the casino owner, but the casino 

owner fainted in shock. 

“I’m just scaring and scaring, why is this person so intimidated?” Magnolia said with some 



disappointment. 

But Yu Sheng was very curious, why didn’t Magnolia fight it? I said before that I would blow his pig’s 

head! I gave her a chance, but didn’t do it anymore. 

“I know what you said first, my skirt is hundreds of thousands of pieces! I am afraid that the blood of this 

pig’s head will dirty my skirt.” Bai Magnolia said adamantly. 

In fact, where did she ever do such a thing, it was murder! If it is kicked, Magnolia may not hesitate. 

At this time, Yang Ling, who was beaten with a blue and swollen nose, staggered over, and praised 

sincerely: “Brother-in-law didn’t expect you to be so good. I have time to teach me two tricks!” 

If he had learned it, no one would dare to provoke him easily when he went out, Yang Ling thought to 

himself. 

For the rest of his life, he didn’t take care of Yang Ling. Since Yang Zihuan called him to save people, now 

that the matter has been resolved, there is no need for him. 

Looking at Magnolia, Yu Sheng said, “Let’s go, it’s late.” 

“Don’t, and the account is clear!” After saying that, Magnolia stared at Yang Ling with a pair of beautiful 

eyes, and then kicked his crotch. 

Yang Ling didn’t even think that this beautiful woman would be cruel to herself, and the sudden pain in 

her foot made him almost die of pain. 

Falling to the ground, he ended up in the same way as the man who came to find Magnolia before. 

Yu Sheng didn’t say anything. He also felt that Yang Ling should suffer a little bit. When Magnolia kicked 

him into the crowd at the beginning, she could save him as soon as possible, but she didn’t have it, so 

she wanted him to eat. Nodded. 

After kicking Yang Ling, Bai Yulan felt very relieved, but just now it seemed that something minor 

happened. She didn’t know if she wanted to talk to Yu Sheng. 

After thinking for a while, Magnolia looked at Yu Sheng with a guilty expression on her face and said, “I 

just seemed to kick your brother-in-law’s egg to pieces.” 

For the rest of his life: “…” 
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Qiancheng held a traditional Chinese medicine expo conference, which was organized by the Chen 

family and the Chinese Medicine Association. For a while, no one in the Qiancheng industry knew about 

it. 

At the gate of the building, where the Chinese Medicine Conference was held, two people came down 

from a luxury car. It was Lei Chao, the boss of Jiangnan Pharmaceutical Company, and beside him stood 

a luxuriously dressed and brand-name Yang Yinzhu. 

Lei Chao still has a fairly good position in the industry. They just got off the car, and many people came 

forward to greet them politely. 

“Wow, I didn’t expect you to have such a high status in the industry.” Yang Yinzhu asked Lei Chao in 

surprise. 

There are more than a dozen people who greeted them along the way. Yang Yinzhu felt that he had a 

good face following Lei Chao, and his waist was quite straight. 

Lei Chao also smiled with great satisfaction, kissed Yang Yinzhu’s face, and said, “Although I am a little 

bit worse than those first-rate in Qiancheng, whoever heard me from Lei Chao in this industry? The 

name will give me a bit of face.” 

Lei Chao is not exaggerating. Their Jiangnan Pharmaceutical’s recent development in Qiancheng can be 



said to be booming. Although they are not as entrenched as large companies, they are still very good in 

small companies. 

“My husband is awesome!” Yang Yinzhu exclaimed dizzyingly. These days, she was completely 

conquered by Lei Chao’s majesty. 

At this time, Yang Yinzhu Yuguang saw a familiar figure. When she saw that person, her pretty face sank. 

At this time, Yu Sheng and his apprentice Zhu Xiaoshu also came over. The two were chatting about 

some Chinese medicine, but they didn’t even notice Yang Yinzhu who looked at him viciously. 

Realizing that something was wrong with Yang Yinzhu, Lei Chao also looked in the direction Yang Yinzhu 

was looking at and asked, “What? Do you know those two people?” 

Of course I did! She will never forget the nasty face for the rest of her life. 

I don’t know why the guy Yu Sheng appeared here! 

Since it happened so accidentally, saying nothing will make the rest of my life feel better. 

Yang Yinzhu leaned his head in Lei Chao’s arms. After a while, the pear blossoms rained on his pretty 

face, and said aggrievedly: “Husband, that man is a trash husband of a cousin of mine. 

Don’t you know, he came to my Yang family. He is a well-known rubbish from Qiancheng, the soft rice 

king. He used to think I was pretty, he had a lot of crooked thoughts on me, and he almost made me…” 

Yang Yinzhu said that she wanted to say something and stopped. She deliberately added fuel and 

jealousy, out of nothing in order to be able to take advantage of Lei Chao’s identity to clean up the rest 

of her life. 

Sure enough, Lei Chao listened to Yang Yinzhu’s words and looked at Yu Sheng with hostility in his eyes. 

Touching Yang Yinzhu’s head, Lei Chao comforted: “Don’t worry, since I have encountered this kind of 

thing, I will naturally help you out.” 

Seeing that Lei Chao was really willing to help her out, Yang Yinzhu’s previous grievance disappeared 

immediately and was replaced by excitement and joy. 

“Husband, you are so kind to Yinzhu, I absolutely love you!” 

After speaking, the two of them walked in the direction where Yu Sheng and Zhu Xiaoshu were, and 

directly stopped in front of them. 

“You are going to this? This is the Chinese Medicine Expo. Everyone who comes has an invitation letter. 

Not all cats and dogs can go in. Don’t be embarrassed by your son-in-law coming here.” 

Because of Lei Chao’s support, Yang Yinzhu’s words were extremely unpleasant, and his voice was not 

small, which attracted the attention of people who came and went. 

Invitation card? 

When he heard these three words, Yu Sheng was stunned for a moment. He didn’t know that there was 

such a thing. 

When Chen Jianpeng asked him to attend, he said that he would take a special car to pick him up. For 

the rest of his life, he refused directly. Now he really can’t get the invitation letter. 
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Seeing what Yu Sheng looked like, Yang Yinzhu knew that the guy definitely didn’t have an invitation 

letter, so he became even more proud. 

“For the rest of your life, get out of here! This place is not something you can come to as a poor 

woman.” 

The people around him also guessed at this time that there was no invitation letter for Yu Sheng, and 

the leader was Lei Chao. In order to be able to get closer to Lei Chao, otherwise they started to talk 



about Yu Sheng. 

“Yes, yes, this is the Chinese Medicine Expo! Can’t all waste come?” 

“Yeah, isn’t this the door-to-door son-in-law of the Yang family? The Yang family is bankrupt, and the 

trash dared to come out.” 

“You don’t even have an invitation letter. If you don’t hurry up, then your bad luck has tainted this 

place!” 

Zhu Xiaoshu, who was by Yu Sheng’s side, couldn’t listen. He stepped forward and confronted everyone: 

“You dare to say that my master is rubbish, you are rubbish!” 

As soon as Uncle Zhu’s words were spoken, a group of people immediately refuted it. 

“A teenage hairy girl who actually called this trash master, she just laughed off my big teeth.” 

“Your master is not only a rubbish, but also a soft rice king. I don’t know where to turn you into an 

apprentice. It really laughs me to death.” 

With a mouth of Zhu Xiaoshu, Hajime always said nothing but a group of people, so he could only say 

that he closed his mouth cheerfully. 

At this moment, a person squeezed out from the crowd, this person is not someone else but Zuo 

Wenyu. 

When he saw Lei Chao’s brother Yang Yinzhu, a smile appeared on his face and said, “You guys really 

make me easy to find, why don’t you even get in?” 

Hearing this, Yang Yinzhu glanced at Yu Sheng, and said: “I met a rubbish, and I didn’t even have an 

invitation letter. I even wanted to participate in the Chinese Medicine Expo.” 

Hearing this, Zuo Wenyu turned his head and saw the two people he hated the most, the little girl Zhu 

Xiaoshu for the rest of his life. 

The smile on Zuo Wenyu’s face disappeared in a blink of an eye, and he looked at Yu Sheng with a 

gloomy expression. 

“It turned out to be you stinky silk, we meet again!” 

Yu Sheng smiled indifferently, and said: “Last time I called my father to my grandfather, it was so happy, 

but now it’s changed in a blink of an eye. It’s too unfilial to call you a grandson, right?” 

When Zuo Wenyu heard him mention it, he clenched his fists in hatred. 

That incident made him lose face, and somehow lost his ability to be a man. It was the greatest shame in 

his life! 

But he knew that he couldn’t fight, and he didn’t dare to do it, so he could only sneer: “That’s a good 

guy who doesn’t suffer from immediate losses, and a man can bend and stretch. What do you know 

about this kind of waste? Don’t think you can fight, you are a personal thing! This world is very dark. Yes, 

you will be careful when walking at night.” 

Yu Sheng sneered and said, “I think you can only bend and can’t stretch anymore, right? During this 

period, have you recovered your male power?” 

When Zuo Wenyu heard Ye Chen cursing that he could bend or not stretch, he gritted his teeth angrily! 

“Don’t be arrogant!” Zuo Wenyu gritted his teeth and cursed: “I will regain my power sooner or later. 

Don’t worry, I will not spare you about this matter!” 

“Why are you talking to my master? Believe it or not, I beat your face into a pig’s head!” Zhu Xiaoshu is 

now facing Zuo Wenyu in front of Yu Sheng, still not forgetting the appearance of making small fists 

eager to try. 

Upon seeing this, Zuo Wenyu took two steps back in shock. He really wanted to get angry, but the little 

girl in front of him was Zhu Qingshan’s apprentice. 



Offending the genius doctor Zhu, it would be no good to their Zuo family. 

But Zuo Wenyu was still unwilling to say: “Zhu Xiaoshu, the rest of my life is just a rubbish. I often use 

some small tricks to deceive young girls. Don’t be fooled by him.” 

Yang Yinzhu who was on the side also gave a disdainful smile, and said in the interface: “This kind of 

trash liar, in a small place like Qiancheng, can only jump for a few days. When it comes to a big place, he 

shouldn’t be scared to death. He? That is the little place, the people who have never seen the world 

before, and he will be deceived and coerced!” 

Yu Sheng smiled and said, “Did the toilets in the clubhouse last time not big enough? Your mouth still 

smelled bad. The toilets in the exhibition center are very powerful. There are only 20 or 30 urinals in the 

men’s toilet. Bundle?” 

Yang Yinzhu’s expression was extremely ugly, but with seven points of dread, he said, “You…don’t think 

that if you fool the granddaughter of the genius doctor, you will be able to run wild in Qiancheng!” 

After saying this, Yang Yinzhu glanced at Lei Chao subconsciously, for fear that he would dislike him for 

licking the urinal. 
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Unknowingly, Supernatural Lei would not believe the nonsense that Yu Sheng was saying by this trash. 

Seeing that Yang Yinzhu had been wronged, he quickly embraced him distressedly. 

To Yu Sheng he cursed: “You trash not only offends Zuo Shao, but also bullies my baby. You are really 

impatient to live. Believe it or not, I will let you disappear in Qiancheng!” 

At this moment, Zhang Shengquan, who had just come here, heard Lei Chao targeting Yu Sheng, and 

immediately said with a cold face: “Lei Chao, what are you, dare to speak out against the doctor Yu?” 

Their Zhang family is one of the Lei family’s medicinal material suppliers, and they have had many 

contacts before, but he didn’t expect Lei Chao to be disrespectful to Yu Sheng! 

Lei Chao hadn’t seen him just now. At this time, he glanced at Zhang Shengquan and said with disdain: 

“Zhang Shengquan, our two families have worked together for more than ten years. Why do you even 

speak for this waste?” 

Zhang Shengquan snorted coldly and said, “The ability of Doctor Yu is not something people like you can 

know. If you insult God Doctor Yu, you are insulting my Zhang family. From then on, our Zhang family 

will cut off all cooperation with your Lei family. , All medicinal materials will no longer be supplied to 

Lei’s family!” 

Lei Chao’s face changed slightly, and they would be in trouble if they lost the Zhang family supplier. 

But you can’t lose face because of what you lose, so he gritted his teeth and said coldly: “If you lose your 

Zhang family as a supplier, our Lei family still lives and moisturize, but your Zhang family has broken off 

the cooperation with us, I am afraid that in the future Isn’t it a hard time?” 

Zhang Shengquan’s face remained as usual, and he resolutely said, “The Zhang family’s medicinal 

materials are well-known throughout the country. Even if you don’t cooperate with you, it will not have 

a big impact on us. It is your Lei family. If you lose my Zhang family’s medicinal materials, I will see your 

future How to guarantee the quality of medicines!” 

The young man behind Lei Chao said to Lei Chao very apologetically at this time: “Don’t mind Mr. Zhang, 

my brother was joking just now. Our two have been working together for so long, so we rashly 

terminated our cooperation. Both of us have no good…” 

Before he finished speaking, Lei Chao turned his head, kicked him, and said coldly: “Leiyang! When do 

you speak here? What do I want you to teach? Remember you Your identity, you are a bastard born 



from a mount, and if you babble with me, you will go back to your mountain!” 

Lei Yang was kicked to the ground, covering his stomach with pain, his face flushed. 

But he didn’t dare to speak any more, just stood up quietly, stood behind Lei Chao again, and said 

nothing. 

The rest of his life looked at Lei Yang more. 

From his body, Yu Sheng saw a little bit of his previous shadow. 

Being despised, despised, or even humiliated by others, but can only choose to forbear, while invisible, 

while quietly waiting for a chance to rise. 

At this time, Yang Yinzhu opened his mouth and said to Lei Chao: “Husband, you can’t be guilty of being 

angry with a trash and a bastard, let’s go in quickly.” 

Lei Chao nodded. 

And Yang Yinzhu still gave Yu Sheng a stern look. 

Yu Sheng, a trash, and Lei Yang, a bastard, were rubbish in her eyes. Even though she had suffered a big 

loss under Yu Sheng’s hands, she still didn’t think Yu Sheng was a great person. 

On the contrary, she is still waiting for an opportunity to retaliate for the rest of her life to relieve her 

hatred. 

For the rest of his life, he didn’t bother to argue with this group of people. The reason why he came to 

the Expo was because of the best dragon beard. 

As for Zuo Wenyu and Lei Chao, if they dare to continue to pretend to be forceful with themselves, then 

they have the opportunity to slowly pick them up. 

Seeing Zuo Wenyu, Lei Chao and others are gone, Zhang Quansheng said, “This Zuo Wenyu is really self-

inflicted and can’t live!” 

Besides, there was no time to settle accounts with Zuo Family for the last time they designed and 

calculated his daughter. Now Zuo Wenyu has offended him for the rest of his life, and he presumably 

can make Zuo Family suffer without him. 

Zhang Shengquan’s identity is still well-known in the industry. For the rest of his life, he even saved the 

invitation letter and entered the exhibition hall unimpeded. 
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A few people walked into the center of the exhibition hall. There were already exhibition counters for 

various Chinese medicine materials, and each of them displayed many kinds of medicinal materials. 

Zhang Shengquan first invited Yu Sheng to inspect his booth. Zhang’s family is worthy of being a 

medicinal material dealer with a history of 100 years. He has more than a dozen showcases and various 

rare medicinal materials filled the counter. 

Zhang Shengquan said to Yu Sheng: “Doctor Yu, if there are medicinal materials you need in it, just open 

your mouth and give it to you.” 

Yu Sheng nodded and said, “When I get the rare dragon beard, I may make a new medicine. I will tell 

you what I need then.” 

Zhang Shengquan hurriedly said to Yu Sheng: “Shen Doctor Yu has any request, despite the instructions, 

Zhang Shengquan will do his best to fulfill it for you!” 

Yu Sheng looked around at the expo, and found no medicinal materials worthy of his attention, which 

made him somewhat disappointed. 

It seems that most of the medicinal materials can only be regarded as ordinary goods, and there is no 

special place. 



After shopping for a while, it was almost time for the auction, and Zhu Qingshan was only late. 

“A visitor came when the medical hall was closed. It was too late. Fortunately, I was in time so I didn’t 

miss it.” 

Yu Sheng smiled and said: “Come early, not as good as a coincidence, let’s go in!” 

The entire auction hall can accommodate millions of seats and has a large area. 

In the front of the auction hall, a transparent booth with four sides of glass was erected, and the rare 

dragon beard was placed in the center. 

After Yu Sheng saw this dragon beard, he was happy. 

Although it looks very ordinary on the outside, the only difference is that its leaves are glowing with a 

faint purple color. Yu Sheng can perceive this strong medicinal power, and it really can’t be easily 

replaced by other rare herbs. 

It was thought that this life was already the most expensive herbal medicine. If he hadn’t obtained the 

“Nine Profound Heaven Classics”, he might never have known that there is a Chinese medicine better 

than purple ginseng in this world. 

At this time, the auction hall was already overcrowded. Most of the people who came were from all over 

the country in the Chinese medicine, medicine, and medicinal fields, and there were also many old 

Chinese doctors who could be regarded as masters of Chinese medicine. 

Among them, many people are familiar with Zhu Qingshan. After seeing Zhu Qingshan come in, they 

came forward to congratulate him. 

Congratulations, is to congratulate him for successfully curing high paraplegia and creating a miracle in 

medical history. 

But Zhu Qingshan was extremely ashamed. 

Everyone thinks that the credit for treating high-level paraplegia belongs to him, but only he knows that 

the credit is entirely for Yu Sheng alone, Yu Sheng likes to keep a low profile, so he let himself take it for 

him. 

Many people gathered around Zhu Qingshan and asked Zhu Qingshan’s cure for high paraplegia. Zhu 

Qingshan said: “Actually, treating high paraplegia is not my own skill, but a magical medicine I 

occasionally got has exerted a huge therapeutic effect. .” 

Someone asked, “Why, doctor, can you publish the prescription of this magic medicine? If it is published, 

it will benefit all mankind!” 

“That’s right!” someone echoed, saying: “I wish the genius doctor, you may get the Nobel Prize in 

medicine if you announce this prescription!” 

Zhu Qingshan said embarrassingly: “Let’s forget it, it is indeed a hidden secret that is inconvenient to 

talk about.” 

At this time, a young man in a suit and leather shoes came to Zhu Qingshan, bowed slightly, and said in 

not fluent Chinese: “Hello, my name is Takeshi Tokugawa, I am the deputy director of the Tokugawa 

family pharmaceutical company in Japan. long.” 

Speaking of Takeshi Tokugawa, he introduced the beauty who looked a little smaller than him to 

everyone: “This is my sister Haruko Tokugawa.” 

Zhu Qingshan nodded and said: “I know you are made in Tokugawa, but I wonder what you can do with 

me?” 

Seriously said: “I wish the genius doctor, our Tokugawa Pharmaceutical is the strongest pharmaceutical 

company in Asia. There are many very popular classic drugs, which are developed and produced by our 

Tokugawa Pharmaceutical. With such a strong strength to support, we are capable. Carry forward your 



prescription for treating high-level paraplegia and sell it to more than 200 countries around the world. 

Therefore, I sincerely hope that you can sell this prescription to us!” 

When Zhu Qingshan heard what the other party said, he couldn’t help but frowned, and said, “I 

remember, many of your medicines were not developed by yourself, and those medicines are all our 

Kampo!” 
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Takeshi Tokugawa gritted his teeth and looked at Zhu Qingshan. After a while, he still held back his 

anger, nodded and said, “Well, since the genius doctor Zhu is not willing to cooperate, then I won’t force 

it.” 

After that, he asked again: “I wish the genius doctor, I don’t want the prescription, can you sell me a 

medicine, I’m willing to pay 80 million yuan! My father suffered a car accident the year before, and he 

has been lying in bed with paraplegia at a high position. I am a son. Yes, I very much hope that he can be 

cured!” 

The 80 million renminbi offer frightened Zhu Qingshan. 

Zhu Qingshan glanced at Yu Sheng. After all, this is Yu Sheng’s magic medicine. If he is willing to sell one 

to Tokugawa Takeshi for 80 million, then he can be regarded as helping Yu Sheng doctor match up. 

Takeshi Tokugawa followed Zhu Qingshan’s gaze. When he saw Yu Sheng, Yu Sheng also looked at him 

with a smile on his mouth, and stretched out his hand to say hello to them. 

Tokugawa’s pupils shrank violently, and he never thought that the rest of his life would appear at the 

Chinese Medicine Expo. 

So subconsciously looked at Haruko Tokugawa beside him. 

At this time, Tokugawa Haruko also saw Yu Sheng, and she couldn’t help but remember the previous 

bet. 

“Leave him alone, do our business.” Tokugawa Haruko whispered. 

To their surprise, Yu Sheng walked straight in their direction. 

Yu Sheng still had that meaningful smile on his face, and said lightly, “Miss Tokugawa Haruko, it’s been a 

long time!” 

Martial artists have always been calm, but when Tokugawa Haruko saw Yu Sheng greet her, his 

expression became a little unnatural. 

“Mr. Yu is a coincidence,” Haruko Tokugawa said. 

“How? Do you know each other?” Zhu Qingshan on the side asked Yu Sheng with some curiosity. 

He was twice as young for the rest of his life, a well-known genius, and doctors far surpassed him. How 

could he know two people who plagiarized Chinese medical skills? 

Zhu Qingshan racked his brains and couldn’t figure it out. 

Yu Sheng smiled and explained: “I know, Ms. Haruko made a bet with me before, and currently she has 

not returned me the bet she lost.” 

Speaking of Yu Sheng, he looked at Tokugawa Haruko and asked, “So this time Haruko-san came here to 

pay me back the previous bet?” 

Tokugawa Haruko lowered his head, and did not answer the rest of his life, ten billion! Where did she 

have so much money, even if she sold her brother’s Tokugawa Pharmaceutical, it would not be enough 

for 10 billion. 

What’s more, it is still the assets of the Tokugawa family and they cannot make claims without 

permission. 



At this time, Takeshi Tokugawa spoke: “I’m sorry, Mr. Yu, we did come to China to pay you back, but I 

didn’t expect to meet you here, so I didn’t take it with me.” 

The lie is clumsy, and there is no direct explanation for the rest of his life, and he also smiled and said: 

“Next time, just send the check to the cherry blossom party. I will be there.” 

“In this case, my sister and I have things to leave first.” Tokugawa Haruko pulled Tokugawa Haruko 

quickly. 

As he walked away, he didn’t forget to look back at Zhu Qingshan, with a look of greed and predation in 

his eyes. 

And these are all captured by Yu Sheng. 

Zhu Qingshan on the side saw that Yu Sheng had just radiated the Dechuan brothers and sisters. He 

didn’t understand. Isn’t Yu Sheng a very shrewd person? 

Why are you so dumb today? 

“Doctor Yu, you just let them go like this?” 

Yu Sheng still had the faint smile on his face, and then nodded. 

The Chinese Medicine Expo is about to begin, and there is no need to waste time on them. Moreover, if 

the rest of my life guesses, even if they are really killed, they don’t have so much money. 

Besides, ten billion is nothing more than that for the rest of his life. 

Chapter: 678 

Recalling the look in Takeshi Tokugawa’s eyes, Yu Sheng felt that these two Japanese would not give up 

so easily. 

If they deal with themselves, the rest of their lives will naturally not worry, but the person Tokugawa 

looked at was Zhu Qingshan. 

Thinking of this, Yu Sheng opened his mouth and said to Zhu Qingshan: “This Dongying man seems to be 

a bit insidious. If he thinks you really have a prescription for high paraplegia, you must be more careful. 

After all, once this magical medicine is produced, , Can earn huge wealth in the world.” 

There was a movie before, called “I’m Not the God of Medicine”, which was about a Chinese leukemia 

patient. Because he couldn’t afford the extremely expensive medicines in the West, he could only go to 

India to buy imitations. 

Through this movie, you can see how black-hearted a large pharmaceutical group is to make money. 

When a drug is developed, a patient needs to spend at least 20,000 to 30,000 a month to afford it. Isn’t 

this a deadly rhythm? 

Tokugawa Pharmaceutical also wanted to get a few special drugs that could be sold at a high price, so 

they aimed at Zhu Qingshan. 

Tokugawa felt that if he could treat the disease of high paraplegia, it would be equivalent to having a 

powerful tool for collecting money. 

A person with high paraplegia can not get out of bed, walk, or even urinate and urinate voluntarily. This 

feeling that life is better than death will cause them and their families to be tortured. 

If a billionaire has high paraplegia, he will receive 50 million yuan for a medicine, and he will take it out 

willingly. 

If a billionaire like Bill Gates had high paraplegia, he would give him 50 billion for a medicine! 

As for the poor paraplegics, he doesn’t bother to care about their life and death. What does it have to 

do with him? Want to buy medicine cheaply? impossible! 

However, Tokugawa Takeru thought that Zhu Qingshan would refuse so simply, which made him feel a 



little angry. 

However, he didn’t care, because he had inquired about it before, Zhu Qingshan should have the kind of 

magical medicine to cure high paraplegia. 

All you have to do is to find a way to get the magic medicine, and then bring it back to Japan, let the 

company’s pharmacists study the ingredients in the magic medicine, and you should be able to imitate it 

soon! 

Zhu Qingshan also knows what Tokugawa is thinking. In the face of such huge interests, this guy will 

never give up so easily, and will definitely find other ways. 

So, he said to Yu Sheng: “Please rest assured, I will be cautious.” 

Yu Sheng said seriously: “Be cautious is not useful, you have to understand the principle that everyone is 

innocent and guilty.” 

Zhu Qingshan hurriedly asked, “Doctor Yu, what should I do? The medicine you gave me later was also 

carried on my body. If they were snatched away, then…” 

Yu Sheng smiled slightly and said: “I will temporarily refine a few pills for you later. You carry them with 

you. If someone snatches them, give him the pills.” 

In the memory of the rest of my life, the “Nine Profound Heavenly Sutra” records a kind of 

Huiguangfanzhao pill. That kind of pill is actually a kind of poison. The patient will get a great recovery in 

a short time after taking it, but it is only Huiguangfanzhao, and then It will exhaust the last vitality of the 

whole body and die suddenly. 

This Tokugawa Takeshi’s father doesn’t know if he is really paraplegic, but he can set up a set for him. If 

he really plots against this magical medicine, then he will be unlucky! 

Chapter: 679 

Refining Huiguang Fanzhao pills is not difficult. 

Just some of the more common medicinal materials. 

Taking advantage of the fact that there was still no top-quality purple ginseng at the finale before the 

auction, Yu Sheng found Zhang Shengquan and gave him more than a dozen medicinal materials. 

Zhang Shengquan immediately went to help him gather the medicinal materials. 

After that, Yu Sheng went to the lounge rented by Zhang Shengquan and refined four Huiguangfanzhao 

pills alone. 

Traditional Chinese medicines are all ingredients of Chinese herbal medicines, so once they are boiled 

out, no matter what the prescription is for and how different they are, the soup after boiled out will be 

dark brown. 

The same goes for pills. 

This time, the color of the Guangfanzhao pill was almost the same as the previous magical medicine. 

Moreover, Yu Sheng deliberately made the size the same as the previous magical medicine, and there 

was no difference at all with the naked eye. 

Later, he came to the auction venue, and while everyone was not paying attention, he gave Zhu 

Qingshan the four medicines, and then took back a half of the magic medicine from Zhu Qingshan and 

took him for safekeeping. 

After doing all this, the auction has just entered the stage of bidding for the best long beard. 

Soon, the host stepped onto the stage and said: “Next, we will start bidding for our final finale medicinal 

material, the century-old top grade Longxucao! Before we start the bidding, please ask the famous 

genius Zhu Qingshan and Mr. Zhu to personally appraise us. This superb dragon beard!” 



Before Zhu Qingshan came, he promised the organizer that he would appraise the best dragon beard on 

the spot, so he walked to the center and took over the best dragon beard from the hands of the hostess. 

After careful identification, he opened his mouth and said: “Everyone, in Zhu’s humble opinion, the 

actual lifespan of this top-quality dragon beard should be around one hundred and fifty or even higher. 

The dragon beard herb is rare in the world, not to mention it. It is more than a hundred years old, it can 

be said to be the best of the best, please rest assured!” 

Everyone present exclaimed! 

I thought it was just a rare dragon beard, but I thought it was more than one hundred and fifty years old. 

This is really amazing! 

The rest of his life couldn’t help but look at Zhu Qingshan with admiration, expecting that he could also 

see the actual age of this top-quality dragon beard, and it seemed that he had a strong knowledge of 

Chinese medicine. 

At this time, the host smiled and said: “I wish to learn from the past and present, and he is a well-

deserved master of Chinese medicine. A few days ago, Zhu Lao cured a patient with high paraplegia and 

created a medical miracle. This matter, I think everyone has heard about it, so, with Zhu Lao’s appraisal 

opinion, everyone can rest 10,000 hearts on this superb Longxugrass.” 

When Zhu Qingshan returned to his seat, a vicissitudes of voice suddenly came to mind behind him: “I 

wish, old man, high paraplegia is a terminal illness that is not available in Chinese and Western 

medicine. How did you cure it? Why do I not believe that you can really cure it? Tell me, did the blind cat 

meet the dead mouse?” 

Zhu Qingshan looked towards the place where the sound was made. After seeing who it was, he smiled 

and said, “Xu Cai, you are not waiting for the Chinese Medicine Museum. What are you doing here?” 

Traditional Chinese Medicine Museum! When I heard this name, the people around couldn’t help being 

shocked. 

This Chinese Medicine Museum is called a contemporary imperial doctor! It is the representative of the 

highest level of Chinese medicine in China! 

Xu Cai laughed at this moment, and said, “I just came to see if you are capable of it. It’s too mysterious, I 

don’t believe it.” 

Zhu Qingshan smiled slightly and said: “It’s really just rumors, you don’t really need to believe it.” 

Xu Cai was stunned, wondering that Zhu Qingshan should be so humble? I thought he would be more 

real, but he would deny it directly. This made me suddenly wonder how to say it. 

At this time, Yu Sheng and Zhu Qingshan hadn’t noticed at all, Zhu Xiaoshu had already been around 

them. 

Before coming to the TCM Expo, Zhu Xiaoshu was still very curious. After coming, her curiosity was 

completely extinguished. 

Simply slipped out alone and ran to the big shopping mall to go shopping. 

Chapter: 680 

Since there is Zhu Qingshan’s appraisal, this Longxucao is the best herb and there is no fake, so the 

down auction has officially started. 

At this time, the host opened his mouth and said: “Next, we will start bidding for this one-hundred-and-

fifty-year-old dragon beard. You can raise the card.” 

The host smiled sweetly, and after speaking, he stood aside. 

As soon as she finished her voice, she heard the rear mine super express a placard and shouted: “Ten 



million.” 

Everyone was stunned, this one hundred and fifty-year-old top grade dragon beard had doubled the 

price in the first bid. 

Lei Chao knew that if the price of this top-quality dragon beard was bid all the way, it would probably 

cost 20 to 30 million, so he simply doubled it and frightened others, so that he might even steal a 

chicken. 

“Eleven million.” The middle-aged Yisao in the field also raised a placard and shouted. 

Lei Chao glanced at the man with disdain, then raised his placard again: “Fifteen million.” 

“16 million.” 

Someone spoke again. 

“Twenty-five million.” Lei Chao held up his card. 

He is helping Zuo Wenyu participate in the auction this time, and the bid will also be borne by Zuo 

Wenyu, so he doesn’t feel distressed at all. 

The price of 25 million makes many people have the idea of giving up. 

Although the best dragon beard is good, its effect is limited. Twenty-five million is already a very high 

price. 

However, at this moment, someone on the scene suddenly shouted: “I’ll pay 30 million!” 

Everyone hurriedly looked around, only to find that the bid was turned out to be the rest of his life 

sitting next to Zhu Qingshan. 

Lei Chao and Zuo Wenyu thought that Yu Sheng would rob them at this time, so the two exchanged 

glances. Zuo Wenyu directly took the sign in Lei Chao’s hand and raised it up and said, “Forty million!” 

Zuo Wenyu knows very well that this guy Yu Sheng is very difficult to deal with, once he consumes him, 

the price will not know how high it will be! 

Moreover, it was impossible to buy this guy at first glance. He must have known that he needed this top-

quality dragon beard to regain his glory, so he deliberately made trouble with himself and wanted to 

raise the price to disgust himself. 

Therefore, he is ready to bid for 40 million in one step, so that the rest of his life will not dare to follow! 

However, Yu Sheng raised his placard again at this time and said lightly: “50 million!” 

In order to be able to successfully photograph this supreme dragon beard, this time I have done enough 

preparations. 

Thinking of this, I subconsciously touched the bank card in my pocket for the rest of my life. There were 

50 billion in this card. 

Hearing Yu Sheng’s call for fifty million, Zuo Wenyu was almost furious. 

He gritted his teeth and said to Lei Chao: “This terrible waste, deliberately wants to fight me! 50 million, 

it’s weird that he can get it!” 

Lei Chao also nodded and cursed, “This kid is really bad shit soup, this super-quality dragon beard is 

actually about 20 million, and 50 million to buy it is really a waste. It can be said to be a fool. NS!” 

Zuo Wenyu gritted his teeth and said, “Damn, I’ll call him another round to have a look, I can’t wait any 

longer for this problem with my body!” 

After speaking, he held up the sign and shouted in a cold voice: “I’ll pay 60 million!” 

He thought, 60 million would you dare to call for the rest of your life? 

Unexpectedly, Yu Sheng directly raised his placard: “I will give out 80 million!” 

Zuo Wenyu immediately exploded and stood up and asked loudly, “What do you mean by Yu’s name? 



What the hell is he? It’s 80 million. Can you afford so much money?” 

Yu Sheng said with a smile: “My dear grandson, don’t worry, grandpa can afford it!” 

 


